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Hybridisation is a systematic process along which the characteristic features of hybrid logic, 
both at the syntactic and the semantic levels, are developed on top of an arbitrary logic 
framed as an institution. In a series of papers this process has been detailed and taken 
as a basis for a specification methodology for reconfigurable systems. The present paper 
extends this work by showing how a proof calculus (in both a Hilbert and a tableau based 
format) for the hybridised version of a logic can be systematically generated from a proof 
calculus for the latter. Such developments provide the basis for a complete proof theory 
for hybrid(ised) logics, and thus pave the way to the development of (dedicated) proof 
support.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation and context

This paper is part of a broader research agenda on the use of hybrid logic [1,2] as a formal basis for the specification 
of reconfigurable systems [3]. Those are characterised by the ability to adapt (or reconfigure) their behaviour in response 
to contextual changes, switching from one mode of operation to another. Such systems are ubiquitous in the Information 
Society, from service-oriented applications that change services in accordance to the network traffic level, to controllers 
embedded in modern cars whose driving contexts switch from economy to added power whenever the ‘sports mode’ is 
selected.

The formal specification of a reconfigurable system is often a challenge: whatever logic the software engineer finds useful 
to define the system’s behavioural requirements, it may not be suitable to relate the different contexts in which they hold 
and express the reconfiguration dynamics. The approach proposed in [4] makes explicit the labelled transition structure that 
typically underlies a reconfigurable system. Each of its states corresponds to a specific configuration, or mode of operation, 
specified in an appropriate logic. Arrows, on the other hand, relate two possible configurations and exhibit in their labels 
the event that triggers the change. Thus, while this transition structure can be specified in (some variant of) modal logic, the 
description of the possible behaviours of concrete configurations requires logics that better suit the nature of the software 
system at hands. For example, continuous systems advocate the use of topological logics in the specification of each local 
configuration, whereas probabilistic systems are better handled through logics that embed some fragment of probability 
theory. Thus, our previous work [4] proposes that the specification of reconfigurable systems should be divided into two 
different levels:
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• globally the reconfiguration dynamics is represented by a transition structure described in hybrid logic, a logic that adds 
to modal reasoning the ability to pinpoint individual states, which in this context, represent configurations;

• locally each state is endowed with a structure that models, in a suitable logic, the specification of the associated config-
uration.

Therefore, to address both dimensions together in a single logical setting, the features of hybrid logic are developed on 
top of whatever logic is used for the local specification of each configuration. The logic used locally becomes hybridised, a 
specific procedure for combination of logics developed in A. Madeira’s doctoral thesis [5], referred to as the hybridisation
process.

The logic used locally depends, as expected, on the application requirements. Typical candidates are equational, partial 
algebra or first-order logic (FOL), but one may equally resort to multivalued logics or even to hybrid logic itself equip-
ping, in this last case, each state with another (local) transition system. Verification resorts to a parametrised translation 
to FOL (developed in [6,7] and further extended in [8]), but at the cost of losing decidability and adding extra complex-
ity.

The work reported here, extending as discussed below previous results introduced in the original conference paper [9], 
paves the way to an alternative approach in which verification can be carried on at the level of the hybridised logic itself. 
Even if a number of further questions has to be addressed to make it a pragmatic alternative, namely in what concerns com-
plexity and possible circumventing heuristics, the paper introduces a first contribution. In brief, the hybridisation method is 
extended so that not only the logic is hybridised but also its calculus is systematically enriched into a calculus for the hy-
bridised logic. Moreover, the latter is shown to be sound and complete whenever the calculus associated to the underlying, 
base logic is.

This programme, sketched in reference [9] as an Hilbert style calculus, is detailed here and extended to the generation 
of a tableau system for the hybridised logic. Actually, Hilbert calculi, although simple and versatile, are not amenable to 
effective computational support. On the other hand, tableau systems [2,10], able to systematically decompose sentences 
until contradictions are found, are well-known for their impressive computational power; in particular for the class of 
modal logics, where hybrid(ised) logics live. We believe this development is a first step towards dedicated proof support for 
a broad spectrum of hybrid(ised) logics.

Hybrid logic, with its ability to explicitly refer to local states in a transition structure, proved to be a powerful tool 
to specify reconfigurations [4,11]. Other, less standard extensions of modal logic, namely swap logic [12,13] in which 
reconfigurations steps can be reverted or erased at evaluation time, may complement this view with other, interesting 
possibilities.

1.2. Contributions and roadmap

The paper’s starting point is to recast the hybridisation method in the context of the theory of institutions with proofs 
[14], which makes possible the development of the whole framework at a general level. Then, it simplifies the generation 
of the Hilbert calculus originally proposed in [9], and, as a main contribution, introduces the corresponding tableau version. 
Besides the theoretical relevance of these results, from a pragmatic point of view they pave the way to the development of 
effective tool support for the verification of reconfigurable systems within the approach proposed in [4].

A clarification is in order at this point. As the attentive reader may notice, most of the results presented here could 
be formulated out of the institutional setting. We believe, however, the latter provides an abstract framework in which 
the hybridisation process can be discussed in full generality. Actually, the level of generality that the notion of institution 
achieves, is one of the reasons for its success. Such was also the path initiated in [4] and kept in this paper, which can be 
considered as one of its follow-ups.

The theory of institutions (see [14] for an extensive account) was motivated by the need to abstract from the particular 
details of each individual logic and characterise generic issues, such as satisfaction and combination of logics, in very gen-
eral terms. In computer science, this lead to the development of a solid institution-independent specification theory, on which, 
structuring and parameterisation mechanisms, required to scale up software specification methods, are defined ‘once and 
for all’, irrespective of the concrete logic used in each application domain. This explains why institutions proved effective 
and resilient as witnessed by the wide number of logics formalised in this way. Examples range from the usual logics in 
classical mathematical logic (propositional, equational, first order, etc.), to the ones underlying specification and program-
ming languages or used for describing particular systems from different domains. Well-known examples include probabilistic 
logics [15], quantum logics [16], hidden and observational logics [17–19], coalgebraic logics [20], as well as logics for reasoning 
about process algebras [21], functional [22,23] and imperative programing languages [22].

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 provides the relevant background on institutions with 
proofs and revisits the hybridisation method in this setting. Section 3 presents the generation of Hilbert calculi, and dis-
cusses decidability and completeness of hybrid(ised) logics. Section 4 introduces the corresponding tableau version. Finally, 
Section 5 concludes and provides pointers for future work.
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2. Background

2.1. Institutions with proofs

The generic character of the hybridisation process is due to its rendering in the context of the theory of institutions [24]. 
The notion of an institution formalises the essence of a logical system by encompassing syntax, semantics and satisfaction. 
Formally,

Definition 1. An institution is a tuple (SignI , SenI , ModI , (|=I
�)�∈|SignI |), where

• SignI is a category whose objects are signatures and arrows signature morphisms,
• SenI : SignI → Set , is a functor that, for each signature � ∈ |SignI |, returns a set of sentences over �,
• ModI : (SignI )op → Cat , is a functor that, for each signature � ∈ |SignI |, returns a category whose objects are models 

over �,
• |=I

�⊆ |ModI (�)| × SenI (�), or simply |=, if the context is clear, is a satisfaction relation such that, for each signature 
morphism ϕ : � → �′ ,

ModI (ϕ)(M ′) |=I
� ρ iff M ′ |=I

�′ SenI (ϕ)(ρ), for any

M ′ ∈ |ModI (�′)| and ρ ∈ SenI (�). Graphically,

�

ϕ

ModI (�)
|=I

� SenI (�)

SenI (ϕ)

�′ ModI (�′)

ModI (ϕ)

|=I
�′

SenI (�′)

Intuitively, this property claims that satisfaction is preserved under change of notation. In order to build up the reader’s 
intuition, let us recall some typical examples.

Example 1. Many sorted first-order logic (FOL).

• Signatures. SignFOL is a category whose objects are triples (S, F , P ), consisting of a set of sort symbols S , a family, 
F = (F w→s)w∈S∗,s∈S , of function symbols indexed by their arity, and a family, P = (P w)w∈S∗ , of relational symbols also 
indexed by their arity.
A signature morphism is a triple (ϕst , ϕop, ϕrl) : (S, F , P ) → (S ′, F ′, P ′) such that if σ ∈ F w→s , then ϕop(σ ) ∈
F ′
ϕst (w)→ϕst (s) , and if π ∈ P w then ϕrl(π) ∈ P ′

ϕst (w) .

• Sentences. For each signature (S, F , P ) ∈ |SignFOL|, SenFOL(S, F , P ) is the smallest set generated by the grammar below

ρ � ¬ρ | ρ ∧ ρ | t = t | π(X) | ∀x : s . ρ ′

where t is a term with the syntactic structure σ(X) for σ ∈ F w→s and X a list of terms compatible with the arity 
of σ . π ∈ P w and X is a list of terms compatible with the arity of π . Finally, ρ ′ ∈ SenFOL(S, F 
 {x}→s, P ). SenI (ϕ), 
for ϕ a signature morphism, is a function that, given a sentence ρ ∈ SenI (S, F , P ), replaces the signature symbols in ρ
according to ϕ .

• Models. For each signature (S, F , P ) ∈ |SignFOL|, ModFOL(S, F , P ) is the category with only identity arrows and whose 
objects are models with a carrier set |Ms|, for each s ∈ S , a function Mσ : |Mw | → |Ms|, for each σw→s ∈ F w→s , and a 
relation Mπ ⊆ |Mw |, for each π ∈ P w .

• Satisfaction. Satisfaction of sentences by models is the usual Tarskian satisfaction.

�

Example 2. Equational (EQ) and propositional (PL) logics.
The institution EQ is the sub-institution of FOL in which sentences are restricted to those of the type ∀x : s . t = t′ . Institution
PL is the sub-institution of FOL in which signatures with no empty set of sorts are discarded.

�

Other examples of institutions include the algebraic specification language CASL [25], many-valued logics [26,27], and 
the relational-based language Alloy [28].
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However, the classic notion of an institution, does not includes an abstract structure to represent the associated logic 
calculus. The problem was addressed in [29] with the introduction of π -institutions, and, more recently, with the notion of 
an institution with proofs [14].

Definition 2. An institution with proofs adds to the original definition of an institution, a functor Prf I : SignI → Cat such 
that, for each � ∈ |SignI |, Prf I (�) (called the category of �-proofs) has subsets of SenI (�) (i.e. |Prf I (�)| = P(SenI (�))) 
as objects, and the corresponding proofs as arrows. The latter are preserved along signature morphisms. In addition, for 
A, B ∈ |Prf I (�)|, if A ⊆ B then arrow B −→ A exists; if A ∩ B = ∅ and � ∈ |Prf I (�)| has arrows p : � −→ A and q : � −→ B , 
then there is a unique proof arrow 〈p, q〉 that makes the following diagram to commute:

�

p q〈 p,q 〉

A (A 
 B) π2π1
B

For the sake of simplicity, when a singleton set of sentences is presented in a proof arrow, we will drop the curly 
brackets. Also, observe that the restrictions imposed to the proof arrows force upon Prf I the following properties, which are 
typical of most proof systems:

1. Reflexivity (if A ∈ �, then � � A) follows from the fact that {A} ⊆ � and, therefore, � −→ A.
2. Monotonicity (if � � A and � ⊆ � then � � A), follows from composition of proofs, where � −→ � is given by inclusion 

and � −→ A by the assumption.
3. Transitivity (if � � A and {�, A} � B then � ∪ � � B), follows from the product of disjoint sets, reflexivity and mono-

tonicity,

� A A′

(� ∪ �) � 
 A′ (� ∪ A) B

� �

where A′ = A − (A ∩ �).

Functor Prf I distinguishes different proof arrows between the same pair of objects. In this work, however, we force the 
category Prf I (�) to be thin (i.e. each pair of objects to have at most one arrow). Such a restriction allows a clear focus on 
entailment systems,1 and trivialises the uniqueness property of arrow 〈p, q〉.

In the sequel we use notation A �I B to say that arrow A → B is in Prf I (�), and expression �I B as an abbreviation of 
∅ �I B . Conversely, we use A �I B to negate A �I B . On the semantic side, we say that a sentence ρ ∈ SenI (�) is �-valid (or 
simply, valid) if for each model M ∈ |ModI (�)|, M |=I

� ρ . Usually we prefix such sentences by |=I
� or, simply by |=I or just 

|=.

Definition 3. Let I be an institution with a proof system Prf I . We say that Prf I is sound and complete if, for any signature 
� ∈ |SignI | and sentence ρ ∈ SenI (�),

�I ρ iff |=I ρ

Specifically, sound if �I ρ entails |=I ρ and complete if |=I ρ entails �I ρ .

A property equivalent to soundness and completeness arises from the following definitions.

Definition 4. (See [30].) An institution I is called Boolean complete if it has all semantic Boolean connectives. More formally, 
if given a signature � ∈ |SignI |,

• for any sentence ρ ∈ SenI (�), there is a sentence ¬ρ ∈ SenI (�) such that for any model M ∈ |ModI (�)|, M |= ρ iff 
M �|= ¬ρ ,

1 Typically, in an entailment system � � A means that � derives (or entails) A.
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• for any sentences ρ, ρ ′ ∈ SenI (�), there is a sentence ρ ∧ ρ ′ ∈ SenI (�) such that for any model M ∈ |ModI (�)|, M |=
ρ ∧ ρ ′ iff M |= ρ and M |= ρ ′ .

Note that the Boolean connectives are unique up to semantic equivalence. Then, negation makes possible to state that, 
given an institution I and signature � ∈ |SignI |, for any sentence ρ ∈ SenI (�),

ρ is unsatisfiable iff ¬ρ is valid.

As usual, ρ ∨ ρ ′ denotes ¬(¬ρ ∧ ¬ρ ′) and ρ → ρ ′ denotes ¬(ρ ∧ ¬ρ ′). Sentence ρ ∧ ¬ρ , denoted by ⊥, is such that no 
model in |ModI (�)| satisfies it. Symbol � represents the negation of ⊥. Finally,

Theorem 1. Consider a Boolean complete institution with proofs I , such that Prf I contains the double negation introduction rule 
and, its inverse, the double negation elimination. Then the following statements are equivalent.

1. Prf I is sound and complete, i.e. for any ρ ∈ SenI (�), �I ρ iff |=I ρ .
2. For any sentence ρ ∈ SenI (�), ρ is satisfiable iff �I ¬ρ .

Proof. Follows from:

• 1. ⇒ 2.

ρ is satisfiable

≡ { Definition of satisfiability }

�|=I ¬ρ

≡ { 1. }

�
I ¬ρ

• 2. ⇒ 1.

�I ρ

≡ { Double negation rules }

�I ¬(¬ρ)

≡ { 2. }

¬ρ is unsatisfiable

≡ { Definition of satisfiability }

|=I ρ �
2.2. Hybridisation revisited

This subsection reviews the basics of the hybridisation process with the global modality. Document [6] reports a version 
of hybridisation where universal quantification over worlds and polyadic modalities are also considered.

Let SignH be the category Set × Set whose objects are pairs (Nom, 	), where Nom denotes a set of nominal symbols 
and 	 a set of modality symbols.

Definition 5. Given an institution I = (SignI , SenI , ModI , |=I ) its hybridised version HI = (SignHI , SenHI , ModHI , |=HI ) is 
defined as follows:

• SignHI = SignH × SignI ,
• given a signature (�, �) ∈ |SignHI |, SenHI

(
�, �) is the least set generated by

ρ � ¬¬ρ | ρ ∧ρ | i | @iρ | 〈λ〉ρ | A ρ | ψ
for i a nominal, λ a modality, ψ ∈ SenI (�). We use non standard Boolean connectives symbols (¬ ¬, ∧) in order to 
distinguish them from the Boolean connectives that a base logic may have. In general, note that the set of symbols 
introduced by the hybridisation method is disjoint from the set of symbols in the base institution I . Also, define [λ] ρ ≡
¬ ¬〈λ〉¬ ¬ρ , E ρ ≡ ¬ ¬A¬ ¬ρ and ρ ⇒ ρ ′ ≡ ¬ ¬(ρ ∧ ¬ ¬ρ ′). Letter ψ stands for a sentence of the base logic.
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• Given a signature (�, �) ∈ |SignHI |, a model M ∈ |ModHI (�, �)| is a triple (W , R, m) such that,
– W is a nonempty set of worlds,
– R is a family of relations indexed by the modality symbols 	, i.e. for each λ ∈ 	, Rλ ⊆ W × W ,
– m : W → |ModI (�)|.
Also, for each i ∈ Nom, Mi ∈ W .

• Given a signature (�, �) ∈ |SignHI |, a model M = (W , R, m) ∈ |ModHI (�, �)| and a sentence ρ ∈ SenHI (�, �), the 
satisfaction relation is defined as,

M |=HI
(�,�) ρ iff M |=w ρ, for all w ∈ W

where,
M |=w ¬¬ρ iff M �|=w ρ

M |=w ρ ∧ρ ′ iff M |=w ρ and M |=w ρ ′

M |=w i iff Mi = w

M |=w @iρ iff M |=Mi ρ

M |=w ψ iff m(w) |=I
� ψ

M |=w A ρ iff for all v ∈ W , M |=v ρ

M |=w 〈λ〉ρ iff there is some v ∈ W such that (w, v) ∈ Rλ and M |=v ρ .

Actually, if the base institution I is Boolean complete, due to the equivalences ψ ∧ ψ ′ ≡ ψ ∧ψ ′ , ¬ψ ≡ ¬ ¬ψ , it is possible 
to collapse the Boolean connectives ∧, ∧, and also ¬, ¬ ¬ (cf. [8]). Thus, the grammar of the hybridised logic becomes,

ρ � ¬ρ | ρ ∧ ρ | i | @iρ | 〈λ〉ρ | A ρ | ψ.

In the sequel, since it turns proofs simpler and more intuitive, we assume that all hybridised logics adopt this approach.

Example 3. Hybridised propositional logic (HP L)

• Signatures are pairs (�, �) ∈ |SignHP L | where � is a set of propositional symbols. It is assumed that this set and the 
set of nominals are disjoint.

• Sentences are generated by the grammar

ρ � i | p | ¬ρ | ρ ∧ ρ | @iρ | 〈λ〉ρ | A ρ

where i is a nominal and p a propositional symbol.
• Models are Kripke structures (W , R) (where for each λ ∈ 	, Rλ ⊆ W × W ) equipped with a function m : W →

|ModI (�)| that makes each world to correspond to a propositional model (i.e. a subset of �).

�

When the only signatures considered are those that possess exactly one modality symbol, HPL coincides with classical 
hybrid propositional logic with global modality (which is known to be decidable and have a complete calculus). In this case 
symbols [λ], 〈λ〉 are replaced, respectively, by � and �.

3. Generation of an Hilbert calculus for the hybridised logic

3.1. The method

This section introduces a refined version of the method for generation of an Hilbert calculus for the hybridised logic 
(originally proposed in [9]) in which the collapse of Boolean connectives is taken into consideration. This new formulation 
simplifies the whole process and contributes to smaller proofs. Thus, consider an institution I with a proof system Prf I . For 
any signature (�, �) ∈ |SignHI |, the category PrfHI (�, �) is generated by the axioms and rules stated in Fig. 1. Note that 
their schematic form guarantees that the proof arrows are preserved along signature morphisms.

Let us see some examples of Hilbert calculi, generated through this process, at work.

Example 4. To show that [λ](∀ x : s . t = t) is a theorem in HEQ one starts with

�EQ ∀ x : s . t = t
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Axioms

All instances of classical tautologies for ¬,→ (CT)
@i(ρ → ρ ′) ↔ (@iρ → @iρ

′) (Dist)
@i⊥ → ⊥ (⊥)

@i @ jρ → @ jρ (Scope)
@i i (Ref )
(i ∧ ρ) → @iρ (Intro)
([λ] ρ ∧ 〈λ〉i) → @iρ ([λ]E )

A ρ → @i ρ (AE )

ψ , for all �I ψ ( ↑ )

Rules

�HI ρ , �HI ρ → ρ ′ entails �HI ρ ′ (MP)

if �HI ρ then �HI @iρ (@I )

if �HI @iρ then �HI ρ (@E )�

if �HI
(
ρ ∧ 〈λ〉i

) → @iρ
′ then �HI ρ → [λ]ρ ′ ([λ]I )

�

if �HI ρ → @iρ
′ then �HI ρ → A ρ ′ (AI )

�

where annotation � denotes condition ‘if i does not occur free neither in ρ nor ρ ′ ’.

Fig. 1. Axioms and rules for PrfHI (based on the Hilbert calculus introduced in [2]).

and proceeds

�HI ∀ x : s . t = t ( ↑ )

�HI @i (∀ x : s . t = t) (@I )

�HI (� ∧ 〈λ〉i) → @i (∀ x : s . t = t) (CT)

�HI � → [λ](∀ x : s . t = t) ([λ]I )

�HI [λ](∀ x : s . t = t) (CT)

�

Example 5. Sentence �(p → q) → (�p → �q) is an instance of theorem K of classic hybrid propositional logic; let us prove 
it through the generated Hilbert calculus of HPL. First one notes that,

�HI (�p ∧ �i) → @i p (�E)

�HI (�(p → q) ∧ �p ∧ �i) → (�(p → q) ∧ @i p ∧ �i) (CT)

Then,

�HI (�(p → q) ∧ �i) → @i(p → q) (�E)

�HI (�(p → q) ∧ �i) → (@i p → @iq) (Dist)

�HI (�(p → q) ∧ �i ∧ @i p) → @iq (CT)

Both cases lead to theorem,

�HI (�(p → q) ∧ �p ∧ �i) → @iq (MP,CT)

�HI (�(p → q) ∧ �p) → �q (�I )

�HI �(p → q) → (�p → �q) (CT)

�

Note that it is straightforward to generalise the property above to any hybridised logic.

3.2. Soundness and completeness

We shall now show that, under certain conditions, any generated Hilbert calculus is sound and complete whenever such 
is the case for the corresponding base calculus. For this assume, in the sequel, that the logic to be hybridised is Boolean 
complete.
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Theorem 2 (Soundness). Consider an institution I with a sound proof system Prf I . Then, for any signature (�, �) ∈ |SignHI | and 
sentence ρ ∈ SenHI (�, �),

�HI ρ entails |=HI ρ

Proof. The result follows from the analysis of each rule and axiom in PrfHI . In particular, for axiom ( ↑ ) we have

�I ψ

⇒ { �I is sound }

|=I ψ

⇒ { Definition of |=HI }

|=HI ψ

The proof of the remaining cases is straightforward. �
On the other hand, the proof of completeness requires some preliminaries.

Definition 6. Consider a Boolean complete institution I . For any signature (�, �) ∈ |SignHI |, a given sentence ρ ∈
SenHI (�, �) is basic iff sb(ρ) = {ρ} where sb(ϕ) = ⋃

k>0
sbk(ϕ) for

sb0(ϕ) = ϕ

sbk+1(ϕ) = {ϕ′ : ♥ϕ′ ∈ sbk(ϕ) for ♥ ∈ {¬,@i, 〈λ〉, A}}
∪ {ϕ1,ϕ2 : ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ∈ sbk(ϕ)} for any k > 0

Definition 7. Consider a signature (�, �) ∈ |SignHI |, ρ ∈ SenHI (�, �) and let Bρ = {ψ1, . . . , ψn} ⊆ SenI (�) be the set of 
maximal base sentences in ρ that are basic. Then, ρ denotes the set of sentences such that for each a ∈ 2Bρ

(χ1 ∧ · · · ∧ χn) ∈ ρ ⊆ SenI (�)

where

χi =
{

ψi if ψi ∈ a

¬ψi otherwise

Lemma 1. Assume that ρ /∈ ∅. Then, for any model M ∈ |ModI (�)|, M satisfies exactly one of the sentences in ρ .

Proof. First observe that for any different χ, χ ′ ∈ ρ at least one clause in χ appears negated in χ ′ . This entails that M
can never satisfy χ and χ ′ at the same time (conjunction and negation properties). Now, if M �|= χ , then there is a sentence 
χ ′ ∈ ρ that negates all clauses leading to M �|= χ , and, therefore, M |= χ ′ . �
Definition 8. Consider function σ : SenHI (�, �) → SenHPL(�, P ) where P = {πψ | ψ ∈ SenI (�)}, such that

σ(¬ρ) = ¬σ(ρ)

σ (ρ ∧ ρ ′) = σ(ρ) ∧ σ(ρ ′)

σ (i) = i

σ(@iρ) = @iσ(ρ)

σ (〈λ〉ρ) = 〈λ〉σ(ρ)

σ (A ρ) = A σ(ρ)

σ (ψ) = πψ, if ψ is basic

Intuitively, this means that function σ replaces the basic sentences of the input ρ ∈ SenHI (�, �) by propositional symbols.
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Lemma 2. For any signature (�, �) ∈ |SignHI |, ρ ∈ SenHI (�, �)

�
HI ρ entails �

HPL σ(ρ)

or equivalently,

�HPL σ(ρ) entails �HI ρ

Proof. Observe that rules and axioms in PrfHPL also hold for PrfHI , and that σ(ρ), ρ are structurally the same. This implies 
that if �HPL σ(ρ), then, whichever rules and axioms were used before, one may reproduce the process using the same rules 
and axioms, thus arriving at �HI ρ . �
Definition 9. Let �

ρ = {χ ∈ ρ | �I ¬χ} and consider function η : SenHI (�, �) → SenI (�) such that

η(ρ) =
{∧{¬χ | χ ∈ �

ρ} if �
ρ �= ∅

� otherwise

Lemma 3. The sentence A η(ρ) is a theorem, or in symbols �HI A η(ρ).

Proof. Since �I η(ρ) one has that �HI η(ρ). Then, by rule (AI ), �HI A η(ρ). �
Lemma 4. Consider a signature (�, �) ∈ |SignHI |, a sentence ρ ∈ SenHI (�, �) and a model M ∈ |ModHPL(�, P )| such that

M |=w A σ(η(ρ))

for some w ∈ W . Given any χ ∈ ρ , if σ(χ) is satisfied at some world of M, then χ is satisfiable.

Proof. If χ is unsatisfiable then, because Prf I is complete, condition �I ¬χ holds, implying that ¬χ is a clause of η(ρ) and 
σ(¬χ) a clause of σ(η(ρ)). Therefore, since M |=w A σ(η(ρ)), no world of M can point to a model that satisfies σ(χ). �
Definition 10. An institution I has the explicit satisfaction property, if for any signature � ∈ |SignI | and sentence ρ ∈ SenI (�), 
satisfiability of ρ entails the existence of a model M ∈ |ModI (�)| such that M |=I

� ρ .

This last property holds for the most common logics used in software specification, e.g., propositional, fuzzy, equational, 
partial and first-order. In the following theorem assume that the base institution has the explicit satisfaction property.

Theorem 3 (Completeness). Consider signature (�, �) ∈ |SignHI | and sentence ρ ∈ SenHI (�, �)

If �
HI ¬ρ then ρ is satisfiable

Proof. Start with the observation

�
HI ¬ρ

⇒ { (MP) and Lemma 3 }

�
HI ¬(ρ ∧ A η(ρ))

⇒ { Lemma 2 }

�
HPL σ(¬(ρ ∧ A η(ρ)))

⇒ { Definition of σ }

�
HPL ¬(σ (ρ ∧ Aη(ρ)))

Thus, by Theorem 1 and since PrfHPL is complete, there is a model M = (W , R, m) ∈ |ModHPL(�, P )| such that

M |=w σ(ρ) ∧ A σ(η(ρ))

for some w ∈ W .
Next we build a model for ρ . Let M ′ = (W , R, m′) where for any w ∈ W m′(w) is a model for χ where σ(χ) is satisfied 

at m(w)—recall Lemmas 1 and 4 and the fact that I has the explicit satisfaction property. To finish the proof, it remains to 
show that M ′ |=w ρ . This is proved by induction on the subformulas of ρ . For any sentence ψ ∈ Bρ
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M, w |= σ(ψ)

≡ { Definition of |= }

m(w) |= πψ

≡ { m′(w) satisfies some χ in which ψ is present }

m′(w) |= ψ

≡ { Definition of |= }

M ′, w |= ψ

The remaining cases offer no difficulty. �
3.3. Decidability

Decidability is a key property on developing a new logic. Indeed, not only it is a central element in proof theory, but has 
also practical implications in the theory of software validation and verification.

The machinery used above to prove completeness, provides an interesting opportunity to discuss the decidability of 
hybrid(ised) logics. More concretely, progressing through slight changes in the definition of function η, one can show that if 
a logic is decidable then its hybridised version also is. This subsection reports on such a result. Recall our assumption that 
all base logics are Boolean complete. Then,

Lemma 5. Consider signature (�, �) ∈ |SignHI | and sentence ρ ∈ SenHI (�, �). For any χ ∈ ρ , σ(χ) is satisfiable.

Proof. Unsatisfaction of σ(χ) may only come from one of the following cases:

• a clause of σ(χ) is unsatisfiable;
• two clauses of σ(χ) contradict each other.

Clearly, a single clause of σ(χ) – a proposition – is always satisfiable. Then, note that, according to definition of χ , 
a clause in σ(χ) is πψi or ¬πψi and any other πψ j or ¬πψ j . Since their corresponding propositional symbols differ, it is 
clear that they never clash. �
Theorem 4. Consider a signature (�, �) ∈ |SignHI |, and sentence ρ ∈ SenHI (�, �). If ρ is satisfiable σ(ρ) also is.

Proof. Start with the assumption that ρ is satisfiable which means that there is a model (W , R, m) = M ∈ |ModHI (�, �)|
such that M |=w ρ for some w ∈ W . From M define a model M ′ = (W , R, m′) ∈ |ModHPL(�, P )| such that for any w ∈ W , 
χ ∈ ρ , if m(w) |= χ then m′(w) |= σ(χ) (Lemmas 1 and 5). To finish the proof, it remains to show that M ′ |=w σ(ρ), 
which is done by induction on the subformulas of ρ . In particular, for any v ∈ W , ψ ∈ Bρ ,

M |=v ψ

≡ { Definition of |=I }

m(v) |= ψ

⇒ { m(v) satisfies some χ ∈ ρ of which ψ is a clause }

m′(v) |= σ(ψ)

≡ { Definition of |=HPL }

M ′ |=v σ(ψ)

The remaining cases are straightforward. �
Next, we redefine function η.

Definition 11. Consider an institution I corresponding to a decidable logic, i.e., with an effective decision procedure Sat I . 
Then, let �

ρ = {χ ∈ ρ | SatI (χ) is unsat } and
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η(ρ) =
{∧{¬χ | χ ∈ �

ρ} if �
ρ �= ∅

� otherwise

Lemma 6. Consider a signature (�, �) ∈ |SignHI |, a sentence ρ ∈ SenHI (�, �) and a model M ∈ |ModHPL(�, P )| such that

M |=w A σ(η(ρ))

for some w ∈ W . Given any χ ∈ ρ if σ(χ) is satisfied at some world of M, then χ is satisfiable.

Proof. If χ is unsatisfiable, ¬χ is a clause of η(ρ). Hence, since M |=w A σ(η(ρ)), no world of M satisfies σ(χ). �
Theorem 5. Assume that I has the explicit satisfaction property. Then, consider a signature (�, �) ∈ |SignHI | and a sentence ρ ∈
SenHI (�, �). If σ(ρ ∧ A η(ρ)) is satisfiable then so is ρ .

Proof. Start with the assumption that σ(ρ ∧ A η(ρ)) is satisfiable which means that there is a model M = (W , R, m) ∈
|ModHPL(�, P )| such that

M |=w σ(ρ) ∧ A σ(η(ρ))

for some w ∈ W . From model M we define a model M ′ = (W , R, m′) ∈ |ModHI (�, �)| such that for any w ∈ W , m′(w) is 
a model for χ ∈ ρ where m(w) |= σ(χ) (recall Lemmas 1 and 6 and the fact that the explicit satisfaction property holds 
for I). To finish the proof, it remains to show that (W , R, m′) |=w ρ , which is done by induction on the structure of ρ . For 
any sentence ψ ∈ Bρ , any v ∈ W ,

M |=v σ(ψ)

≡ { Definition of |=I }

m(v) |= σ(ψ)

⇒ { m′(v) satisfies some χ of which ψ is a clause, definition of m′ }

m′(v) |= ψ

≡ { Definition of |=HI }

M ′ |=v ψ

The remaining cases are straightforward. �
Corollary 1. Together, Theorems 4 and 5 entail that given a signature (�, �) ∈ |SignHI |, and sentence ρ ∈ SenHI (�, �),

ρ is satisfiable iff σ(ρ ∧ A η(ρ)) is satisfiable.

Since HPL is decidable and the equivalence above holds, it is possible to use the decision procedure of HPL to show 
the (un)satisfiability of ρ . This approach defines an effective decision procedure for HI , and thus shows that the latter is 
decidable, which leads to the expected result

Corollary 2. If I is decidable then HI is also decidable.

Moreover, note that the strategy that underlies the proof of Theorem 5 paves the way to a constructive decision algorithm 
for HI; i.e., a decision algorithm that in the case of the input sentence ρ being satisfiable, provides a witnessing model. For 
validation purposes, this model may serve as a counter-example of some property (about the system) that is put to test.

Technically, such an algorithm relies on constructive decision algorithms for both I and HPL—the latter has at least one 
prover that meets this requirement [31]. Then, as indicated in the proof, through a HPL decision procedure, one extracts 
a Kripke frame for the input sentence in which suitable models of I are ‘attached’ (given by the constructive decision 
algorithm for I). Note, however, that the algorithm may be computationally hard: for example, it may happen that in order 
to define η(ρ), the decision algorithm for I must be executed 2n times where n = |Bρ |.
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@i¬ρ

¬@iρ
(¬)

¬@iψ

@i¬ψ
(¬ ↓)

ρ /∈ SenI (�) ψ ∈ SenI (�)

@i(ρ ∧ ρ ′)
@iρ,@iρ

′ (∧)
@iψ,@iψ

′

@i(ψ ∧ ψ ′)
(∧ ↓)

ρ,ρ ′ /∈ SenI (�) ψ,ψ ′ ∈ SenI (�)

¬@i¬ρ

@iρ
(¬¬)

¬@i(ρ ∧ ρ ′)
¬@iρ | ¬@iρ

′ (¬∧)

@i @ jρ

@ jρ
(@)

¬@i @ jρ

¬@ jρ
(¬@)

@i Eρ

@ jρ
(E)

¬@i Eρ

¬@lρ
(¬E)

j is fresh l ∈ Nom

@i〈λ〉ρ
@kρ,@i〈λ〉k (〈λ〉) ¬@i〈λ〉ρ,@i〈λ〉l

¬@lρ
(¬〈λ〉 )

k is fresh, ρ /∈ Nom l ∈ Nom

@i i
(R)

@i j,@iρ

@ jρ
(N1)

i ∈ Nom ρ ∈ SenI (�) ∪ Nom

@ik,@i〈λ〉 j

@k〈λ〉 j
(N2)

j ∈ Nom

Fig. 2. The tableau T HI (based on the tableau system for hybrid logic in [2]).

4. Generation of a tableau for the hybridised logic

4.1. The method

Let us now discuss how to generate a tableau for the hybridised logic, in complement to the generation of an (Hilbert) 
calculus discussed in the last section. Actually, prone to computational support, tableau systems offer to the software engi-
neer automatic methods of verification, whereas Hilbert calculi, despite simple and versatile, often require intensive human 
assistance for non trivial proofs. Another key feature of tableau systems is their ability to provide counter-examples when 
some wrong statement about the system is put to test. This helps the engineer to locate flawed designs, and, overall, turns 
the validation process more agile.

Tableau systems are driven by a set of rules, but, differently from other families of proof systems, they cater for the 
possibility of executions paths to diverge. Actually, when validating a sentence, tableau systems tend to open a number 
of execution paths, also called branches, each of them is expected to be examined, through sentence decomposition, until 
contradictions are exposed or no further rules can be applied. If the former case occurs the branch closes; otherwise, it is 
said to become saturated.

Generally speaking, when checking the validity of a sentence its negation is fed to a suitable tableau: if all branches close 
– which means that all possibilites have contradictions – the negated sentence is unsatisfiable and therefore the assertion 
(i.e., the original sentence) is found valid. On the other hand, if some branch saturates one can, in principle, extract a model 
for the negated sentence that serves as a counter-example of the assertion being tested. A detailed account on tableau 
systems can be found for example, in references [10] and [2], the latter specialised on tableau systems for hybrid logic.

Let I be a Boolean complete institution with proofs. The tableau system for its hybridisation, T HI , is driven by the 
set of rules in Fig. 2. Before letting a branch to saturate, an extra test is added: each sentence of the type @iψ , where 
ψ ∈ SenI (�), must be satisfiable (this is checked through functor Prf I ). The branch closes if it fails the test; otherwise it 
becomes saturated.

Since the rules in T HI only cater for sentences of the type @iρ, ¬@iρ , a given input sentence φ is replaced, at the 
beginning, by @0φ where 0 is a fresh nominal, i.e., the root sentence is prefixed by @0. Note that the process preserves 
satisfiability.

The next example illustrates the mechanisms of T HI .
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Example 6. Recall rule (Dist), introduced in the previous section; it states that @i(ρ → ρ ′) → (@iρ → @iρ
′). Thus, instanti-

ating to classical hybrid propositional logic, one gets:

@i(p → q) → (@i p → @iq)

≡ (@i(p → q) ∧ @i p) → @iq

≡ ¬((@i(p → q) ∧ @i p) ∧ ¬@iq)

≡ ¬((@i¬(p ∧ ¬q) ∧ @i p) ∧ ¬@iq)

Then, its negation, @i¬(p ∧ ¬q) ∧ @i p ∧ ¬@iq, is fed to the tableau which computes

@0(@i¬(p ∧ ¬q) ∧ @i p ∧ ¬@iq)

@0@i¬(p ∧ ¬q),@0@i p,@0¬@iq (∧)

@i¬(p ∧ ¬q),@i p,¬@0@iq (@,¬)

@i(¬(p ∧ ¬q) ∧ p),¬@iq (∧ ↓,¬@)

@i(¬(p ∧ ¬q) ∧ p ∧ ¬q) (¬ ↓,∧ ↓)

Now, as defined above, the tableau resorts to a prover of the base logic (that corresponds to Prf I ) to check the satisfiability 
of sentence ¬(p ∧ ¬q) ∧ p ∧ ¬q. For example, the tableau system of propositional logic, driven by the rules,

p ∧ q
p,q (∧)

¬¬p
p (¬¬)

¬(p ∧ q)

¬p | ¬q
(¬∧)

leads to

¬(p ∧ ¬q) ∧ p ∧ ¬q

¬(p ∧ ¬q), p,¬q (∧)

¬p, p,¬q q, p,¬q (¬∧)

× ×
Therefore, the test fails, the branch closes, and the unsatisfiability of the input is disclosed. This means that sentence 
@i(p → q) → @i p → @iq is indeed valid.

�

4.2. Soundness and completeness

This section shows that any tableau system generated as explained above, is sound and complete whenever the corre-
sponding proof system for the base logic is as well.

To prove that a tableau system is sound, it usually suffices to show that each rule preserves satisfiability.

Theorem 6 (Soundness). Given an institution I with a sound proof system Prf I , the tableau system T HI is sound; i.e., given any 
signature (�, �) ∈ |SignHI |, and sentence ρ ∈ SenHI (�, �), ρ being satisfiable entails that any tableau for ρ has at least one branch 
that does not close.

Proof. Let us start by showing that rules (∧ ↓), (¬ ↓) preserve satisfiability. For any signature (�, �) ∈ |SignHI |, model 
M ∈ |ModHI (�, �)| and base sentences ψ1, ψ2 ∈ SenI (�),

M |=w @iψ1 and M |=w @iψ2

≡ { Definition of |=H }

M |=Mi ψ1 and M |=Mi ψ2

≡ { Definition |=H }
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m(Mi) |= ψ1 and m(Mi) |= ψ2

≡ { Definition |=I }

m(Mi) |= ψ1 ∧ ψ2

≡ { Definition |=H }

M |=Mi ψ1 ∧ ψ2

≡ { Definition |=H }

M |=w @i(ψ1 ∧ ψ2)

For rule (¬ ↓),

M |=w ¬@iψ1

≡ { Definition of |=H }

M �|=w @iψ1

≡ { Definition of |=H }

M �|=Mi ψ1

≡ { Definition |=H }

m(Mi) �|= ψ1

≡ { Definition |=I }

m(Mi) |= ¬ψ1

≡ { Definition |=H }

M |=Mi ¬ψ1

≡ { Definition |=H }

M |=w @i¬ψ1

The remaining cases are proved in a similar way. Then, to finish the proof, note that Prf I is sound and therefore the test 
that regards satisfiability of base sentences only closes branches with contradictions; more concretely, branches with some 
unsatisfiable sentence of the type @iψ where ψ ∈ SenI (�). �

We now consider completeness.

Theorem 7. Consider an institution I with a complete proof system Prf I and the explicit satisfaction property. Then, the tableau system 
T HI is complete, i.e., given any signature (�, �) ∈ |SignHI |, and sentence ρ ∈ SenHI (�, �), if some branch saturates for ρ , then ρ
is satisfiable.

Proof. Suppose that some branch saturates for ρ . Then, we are able to build model (W , R, m) ∈ |ModHI (�, �)|, as follows

• W = (N / ∼), where N denotes the set of nominals that occur in the branch, and ∼ is the equivalence relation generated 
by the sentences in the branch of the type @i j. Note that rules (R) and (N1) guarantee that ∼ is an equivalence relation,

• for any n ∈ Nom, Mn = [n], where [n] denotes the equivalence class of n,
• for any λ ∈ 	, w, v ∈ W , (w, v) ∈ Rλ iff there is some nominal n ∈ Nom such that n ∼ v and sentence @w 〈λ〉n occurs 

in the branch,
• for any w ∈ W , m(w) is a model of |ModI (�)| for a sentence χ ∈ SenI (�) where @wχ is a sentence that occurs in the 

branch’s leaf (Prf I is complete and I has the explicit satisfaction property). If no such sentence exists, m(w) is a model 
for �.

It remains to show that there is some w ∈ W such that (W , R, m) |=w ρ . We prove this by showing that the following 
statements are true

• if @iϕ occurs in the branch then M |=w @iϕ ,
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• if ¬@iϕ occurs in the branch then M �|=w @iϕ ,

for any sentence ϕ ∈ SenHI (�, �). This is done by induction on the sentence’s structure. In particular,

• @i j

@i j occurs in the branch

⇒ { Definition of ∼ }

i ∼ j

⇒ { Definition of M }

Mi = M j

⇒ { Definition of |=H }

M |=w @i j

• ¬@i j

¬@i j occurs in the branch

⇒ { Definition of ∼ }

i � j

⇒ { Definition of M }

Mi �= M j

⇒ { Definition of |=H }

M �|=w @i j

⇒ { Definition of |=H }

M |=w ¬@i j

• @iψ

@iψ occurs in the branch

⇒ { Application of rule (∧ ↓) }

ψ is a clause of some sentence @iχ in the branch’s leaf where

χ ∈ SenI (�)

⇒ { Application of rule (N1), definition of M (Mi = [i]) }

M(Mi) |= ψ

⇒ { Definition of |=H }

M |=w @iψ

• ¬@iψ

¬@iψ occurs in the branch

⇒ { Application of rule (¬ ↓) }

¬ψ is a clause of some sentence @iχ in the branch’s leaf where

χ ∈ SenI (�)

⇒ { Application of rule (N1), definition of M (Mi = [i]) }
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M(Mi) |= ¬ψ

⇒ { Definition of |=I }

M(Mi) �|= ψ

⇒ { Definition of |=H }

M �|= @iψ

⇒ { Definition of |=H }

M |=w ¬@iψ

• @i〈λ〉ρ
@i〈λ〉ρ occurs in the branch

⇒ { Application of rule (〈λ〉) }

@kρ,@i〈λ〉k occur in the branch

⇒ { Induction hypothesis }

M |=w @kρ and @i〈λ〉k occurs in the branch

⇒ { Application of rule (N2), definition of M }

M |=w @kρ and (Mi, Mk) ∈ Rλ

⇒ { Definition of |=H }

M |=Mi 〈λ〉ρ
⇒ { Definition of |=H }

M |=w @i〈λ〉ρ
• ¬@i〈λ〉ρ

¬@i〈λ〉ρ occurs in the branch

⇒ { Definition of M and rule ¬〈λ〉 }

for any v ∈ W such that (Mi, v) ∈ Rλ, ¬@vρ

⇒ { Induction hypothesis }

for any v ∈ W such that (Mi, v) ∈ Rλ, M |=w ¬@vρ

⇒ { Definition of |=H }

for any v ∈ W such that (Mi, v) ∈ Rλ, M �|=v ρ

⇒ { Duality between existential and universal quantification }

there is no v ∈ W such that (Mi, v) ∈ Rλ and M |=v ρ

⇒ { Definition of |=H }

M �|=Mi 〈λ〉ρ
⇒ { Definition of |=H }

M �|= @i〈λ〉ρ
⇒ { Definition of |=H }

M |= ¬@i〈λ〉ρ
The remaining cases are straightforward. �
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Fig. 3. Several instances of a list in Alloy.

4.3. An illustration in HAlloy—the reconfigurable buffers

Increasingly popular both in industry and academia, Alloy [32] is a lightweight model finder for software design whose 
language is based on single sorted relational logic extended with a transitive closure operator—hence its motto: everything 
is a relation. Adding to this, Alloy has the ability to automatically validate specifications with respect to bounded domains, 
and, moreover, to graphically depict counter-examples of flawed assertions.

In order be able to hybridise Alloy specifications, to capture reconfigurable systems, but also, in a wider perspective, to 
‘connect’ it to a vast network of logics and provers [33]—Neves et al. [34,28] introduced an institution for Alloy along with 
suitable translations to (variants of) first-order and second-order logics. This makes possible not only to hybridise Alloy but 
also to verify the corresponding specifications in powerful provers such as SPASS [35] and LEO-II [36].

Here, however, our focus is the development of dedicated tool support for HAlloy, based on the tableau generation 
method. Thus, this section illustrates the potentialities of the method through an example of T HAlloy at work. The case 
study concerns the specification of a reconfigurable buffer, addressed in documents [8,37] through hybridised partial logic.

Consider a buffer that stores and pops out client requests. In general, the store and pop operations follow the FIFO

strategy. However, when client requests increase, the buffer adapts by starting to behave as a LIFO system. A question that 
is typically asked in this context is the following: once known the expected behaviour for its different settings, is it possible to 
discern the current execution mode? To answer this question, we start by defining in Alloy the notion of a buffer as a list, i.e., 
a set List equipped with the following relations

head : List → Elem
tail : List → List

where for each l ∈ List, its head and tail (l ·head, l ·tail) have at most cardinality one. Recall that operator · denotes 
relation composition. Then, it is necessary to force exactly one empty list to exist, and any other to have its head and tail
well-defined.

one l : List | l · head ⊆ ∅
one l : List | l · tail ⊆ ∅
one l : List | l · head ⊆ ∅ and l · tail ⊆ ∅

At this stage, Alloy can already provide several instances of a list. For example, Fig. 3 depicts lists: List0= [], List1= [b], 
List2= [a], List3= [b, a] and List4= [a, a, a, . . . ] where Elem0= a and Elem1= b.

The next step is to define the pop relation

pop : List → List

and the possible execution modes. In particular, we state that the system has only two possible execution modes

FIFO ≡ ¬LIFO
and define the behaviour of pop at FIFO and LIFO as

@FIFO

all l : List | ¬ l · tail = empty →
(l · pop) · head = l · head and
(l · pop) · tail = (l · tail) · pop

all l : List | l · tail = empty → l · pop = empty

@LIFO

all l : List | ¬ l = empty → l · pop = l · tail
all l : List | l = empty → l · pop = empty
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Fig. 4. Examples of pop in action at state FIFO.

Let us denote the axiomatics of pop at FIFO by @FIFOψ1 and at LIFO by @LIFOψ2. Alloy can also show the behaviour of 
pop at FIFO or at LIFO; Fig. 4 shows the behaviour of pop at FIFO with the lists mentioned above: pop([]) = [], pop=
([b]) = [], pop([a]) = [], pop([b, a]) = [b] and pop([a, a, a, . . . ]) = [a, a, a, . . . ].

We are now ready to answer our original question. Clearly, in models with just the empty list, singleton lists and lists 
with only element repetition, it is impossible to observe and distinguish the current execution mode. Indeed, in these cases 
pop at FIFO behaves as pop at LIFO. But what happens in the case of a list whose first element is different from the 
second? Formally,

φ1 ≡ some l : List | ¬ (l · tail) · head = l · head and
¬ (l · tail) = empty

It turns out that, when such a condition is true, for any Alloy model with no more than four elements and fifty lists it is 
possible to distinguish the current execution mode with the test

φ2 ≡ all l : List | ¬ l = empty → l · pop = l · tail

Indeed, as tableau T HAlloy proves the validity of the sentence below, it also proves that the proposition holds.

((FIFO∨ LIFO) ∧ @FIFOψ1 ∧ @LIFOψ2 ∧ φ1) → (φ2 → LIFO)

≡ ((FIFO∨ LIFO) ∧ @FIFOψ1 ∧ @LIFOψ2 ∧ φ1 ∧ φ2) → LIFO

≡ ¬((FIFO∨ LIFO) ∧ @FIFOψ1 ∧ @LIFOψ2 ∧ φ1 ∧ φ2 ∧ ¬LIFO)

≡ ¬(¬(¬FIFO∧ ¬LIFO) ∧ @FIFOψ1 ∧ @LIFOψ2 ∧ φ1 ∧ φ2 ∧ ¬LIFO)

Its negation, ¬(¬FIFO∧ ¬LIFO) ∧ @FIFOψ1 ∧ @LIFOψ2 ∧ φ1 ∧ φ2 ∧ ¬LIFO, is fed to the tableau which calculates

@0(¬(¬FIFO∧ ¬LIFO) ∧ @FIFOψ1 ∧ @LIFOψ2 ∧ φ1 ∧ φ2 ∧ ¬LIFO)

@0¬(¬FIFO∧ ¬LIFO),@FIFOψ1,@LIFOψ2,@0φ1,@0φ2,@0¬LIFO (∧,@)

@0¬(¬FIFO∧ ¬LIFO),@FIFOψ1,@LIFOψ2,@0φ1,@0φ2,¬@0LIFO (¬)

@0¬(¬FIFO∧ ¬LIFO),@FIFOψ1,@LIFOψ2,@0(φ1 ∧ φ2),¬@0LIFO (∧ ↓)

Then,

@0FIFO @0LIFO,¬@0LIFO (¬∧)

@FIFOψ1,@FIFO(φ1 ∧ φ2) × (N1)

@FIFO(ψ1 ∧ φ1 ∧ φ2) × (∧ ↓)

× × No model for ψ1 ∧ φ1 ∧ φ2.

Alloy cannot find a model up to four elements and fifty lists for ψ1 ∧ φ1 ∧ φ2, which means that, whenever no base model 
exceeds these domains, our assertion is valid.

5. Conclusions and future work

Despite the major advantages of working in a single logical setting, current software complexity often forces the engineer 
to use multiple logics in the specification of a single software system. Hence, it comes as no surprise the emergence of 
several mechanisms for combining logics (e.g. [38–42]). From a computer science point of view, the programme is even 
broader because, as Goguen and Meseguer wrote in [43],
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“The right way to combine various programming paradigms is to discover their underlying logics, combine them, and then base a 
language upon the combined logic.”

Indeed, the hybridisation method can be more broadly understood as a specific way of combining logics at model theo-
retical level. Actually, it classifies as a tool for simplifying problems involving heterogeneous reasoning [44], a common ingredient 
to this family of methods according to the corresponding entry in the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy.

Hybridisation is, thus, an asymmetric combination of logics in the sense that specific features of hybrid logic are devel-
oped ‘on top’ of another logic. As mentioned in the Introduction, this follows exactly the same steps, and to a certain extent 
extends, previous work by R. Diaconescu and P. Stefaneas [38] on ‘modalisation’ of institutions, which endows systemati-
cally institutions with Kripke semantics for standard modalities. R. Fajardo and M. Finger introduced in [45] an alternative 
method to modalise logics, and proved preservation of both completeness and decidability of the source logics. Other ex-
amples, in a similar research line, include the ‘temporalisation’ of logics introduced by M. Finger and D. Gabbay in [39] and 
the more recent ‘probabilisation’ of logics introduced by P. Baltazar in [40]. The work of A. Costa Leite on what he calls 
paraconsistentization of logics [46] goes in a similar direction investigating how the paraconsistent counterpart of an arbitrary 
logic can be obtained.

This sort of approaches were generalised by C. Caleiro, A. Sernadas and C. Sernadas in [41], in a method called param-
eterization. In brief, a logic is parametrized by another one if the atomic part of the former is replaced by the latter. The 
recent method of importing logics suggested by J. Rasga, A. Sernadas and C. Sernadas [47] aims at formalising this kind of 
asymmetric combinations resorting to a graph-theoretic approach.

From a wider perspective, combination of logics is increasingly recognised as a relevant research domain, driven not only 
by philosophical enquiry on the nature of logics or strict mathematical questions, but also from applications in computer 
science and artificial intelligence. The first methods appeared in the context of modal logics. This includes fusion of the 
underlying languages [48], pioneered by M. Fitting, in a 1969 paper combining alethic and deontic modalities [49], and 
product of logics [50]. Both approaches can be characterised as symmetric. Product, for example, amounts to pairing the 
Kripke semantics, i.e., the accessibility relations, of both logics. With a wider scope of application, i.e. beyond modal logics, 
fibring [51] was originally proposed by D. Gabbay, and contains fusion as a particular case. From a syntactic point of view 
the language of the resulting logic is freely generated from the signatures of the combined logics, symbols from both of 
them appearing intertwined in an arbitrary way.

Reference [52] offers an excellent roadmap for the several variants of fibring in the literature. A particularly relevant 
evolution was the work of A. Sernadas and his collaborators resorting to universal constructions from category theory to 
characterise different patterns of connective sharing, as documented in [53]. In the simplest case, where no constraint is 
imposed by sharing, fibring is the least extension of both logics over the coproduct of their signatures, which basically 
amounts to a coproduct of logics. This approach, usually referred to as algebraic fibring, makes heavy use of categorial 
constructions as a source of genericity to provide more general and wide applicable methods.

The use of the theory of institutions [54] as a foundation for hybridisation, as described in this paper, or for modalisation 
in [38], has a similar motivation: going categorial is going generic. Actually, a proper setting to discuss the generation of 
new logics form old, and to identify the sort of properties preserved or reflected along such a process, always requires a 
generic definition of what a logic and a logic system is.

Serving as a framework for the specification of reconfigurable systems, the hybridisation method has been extended 
to include equivalence and refinement [11], initial semantics [55], and, on the verification side, suitable translations to 
first-order logic [6,8]. Recently, hybridisation was implemented [7] in the HETS platform [33]. However, contrary to what 
happened, for example with temporalisation [39] and probabilisation [40], the proof theory for hybrid(ised) logics was only 
recently discussed in reference [9]. The very particular case of equational hybrid logic was addressed in [56].

Document [9] gave the first step in this line of research by showing how an Hilbert calculus for the hybridised version of 
a logic can be systematically generated from a calculus for the latter. The current paper goes one step beyond by simplifying 
the previous method, and providing a similar process for generating tableau systems. Such developments form a sound basis 
for a complete proof theory, which, from a pragmatic point of view, paves the way to dedicated proof support for a broad 
spectrum of hybrid(ised) logics.

Actually, the next natural step in this direction is to ‘extract’ the algorithms developed in this paper and implement 
them in the HETS platform where provers of different logics can communicate with each other (and consequently where 
hybridisation’s potentialities are maximised). Then, a comparison with the strategy of using the parametrised translation to 
first-order logic will be in order.

The completeness results that this paper reports rely on the assumption that the base institution has the explicit satisfac-
tion property. Although prevalent for the logics used in software specification, such a property does not hold in hybridised 
logics. It can, however, be regained by relaxing the satisfaction definition into

M |=HI
(�,�) ρ iff M |=w ρ, for some w ∈ W

where M is the typical model of an hybridised logic and ρ a compatible sentence. This means that in a multiple hybridisa-
tion scenario [57], soundness and completeness of the corresponding calculi, as well as decidability, can still be obtained.
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Complexity issues of the hybridised logics, although out of the scope of this paper, cannot be ignored if this work is to 
be taken as a basis for the construction of a computational proof tool. In this context the techniques proposed in [58,59], 
which underly the Sibyl prover, should be explored.
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